Heusler alloys are promising for several applications, including magnetic refrigeration, due to high magnetocaloric and magnetovolume effects. One way to optimize this potential is by increasing the magnetovolume effect. Using density functional theory with the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method, we calculate the effective exchange interaction energies and corresponding mean field Curie temperature as a function of the volume (hydrostatic pressure) in several L2 1 -type Co 2 YZ Heusler alloys. Different qualitative trends and signs of the pressure derivatives of the Curie temperature and moments are found among these compounds, discussed and compared with previous calculations and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is a common property for all magnetic materials and is the basis of magnetic refrigeration, an eco-friendly, and efficient technology [1] . The desired magnetic properties of a room temperature magnetic refrigerant material are a Curie temperature (T C ) near room temperature, and high maximum temperature derivative of magnetization (d M/dT ) in a wide temperature range. Other performance aspects come into play, in particular thermal properties, such as specific heat and thermal conductivity, precursor availability (such as rare-earths), and the time/cost of synthesis methods. To increase the d M/dT of a given magnetic refrigerant, one may aim to increase the saturation magnetization value M s , but magnetovolume coupling can play an even more important role. Indeed, if this coupling is sufficiently strong, a material can present a first-order magnetovolume phase transition and a giant MCE [2] .
Some transition-metal based ferromagnetic Heusler alloys show a strong MCE, particularly those that present a martensitic phase transition, such as Ni-Mn-(Ga, Sn, In) based alloys [3] . For these systems, and for Mn based Heusler alloys in general, several experimental studies have investigated the pressure dependence of magnetic properties (e.g., [4] and references therein). First-principles calculations of the pressure dependence of Curie temperature in Ni 2 MnSn have also been done [5] , where a study up to high pressures found a nonmonotonic dependence, which was explained by the competing influences of the electron hopping and magnetic moment changes with lattice parameter. Alloys based on this system doped with metals were also studied by first-principles [6] . However, in this respect, the cobalt-based systems (Co 2 YZ)
Manuscript received March 7, 2014 are less explored. These systems are also interesting for spintronics, since they are among the Heusler alloys with the highest spin polarization [7] . In this paper, we explore several compositions of Heusler ferromagnets via first-principles calculations with general formula Co 2 YZ. We assess their magnetovolume coupling ( J and T C dependence with lattice volume) and d M/d P.
II. TECHNICAL DETAILS
The ab initio density functional calculations use the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green's function method as implemented in the SPR-KKR code [8] with no shape approximations (full-potential method). Spin-polarization is considered with the scalar-relativistic approximation. The exchange-correlation functional uses the local-spin-density approximation (LSDA) with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parameterization [9] . The maximum angular momentum cutoff of the l-expansion is taken as l = 3. The reciprocal space is sampled with a 22 × 22 × 22 k-mesh.
The exchange energies of an effective Heisenberg Hamiltonian are then calculated for the different compounds and volumes, with the magnetic force theorem, approach of Liechtenstein et. al [10] , in spherical clusters around the different atoms, of radius 3a (a is the lattice constant). The Curie temperature is then estimated using these energies with the mean field approximation. It has been shown that for Co 2 FeSi and NiMn 2 Sb, only the first few neighbors contribute with significant interactions, and our Curie temperatures are likely converged as a function of this cutoff radius for all compounds [5] , [11] . In a four multisublattice system, such as the Heusler alloys, this calculation is done by using the coupled set of equations the direction of the magnetic moment at site (ν, r). This is equivalent to solving the eigenvalue problem
where I is the identity matrix, S is the vector of s ν , μν = (2/3k B )J μν 0 and the largest eigenvalue of gives the Curie temperature [5] , [12] .
III. RESULTS
The calculations are performed on Heusler ferromagnetic compounds with the L2 1 structure type, of the general formula Co 2 XY, namely Co 2 FeSi, Co 2 CrGa, Co 2 MnAl, Co 2 TiAl, Co 2 VGa, and Co 2 MnSi. There have been studies of these compounds, e.g., for the exchange interactions and finite temperature properties [11] , but the magnetovolume effects were not examined. For each of these cases, calculations with variation of the lattice constant are performed with respect to the experimental values from −4% to 1% in steps of 1%. The obtained total energies, shown in Fig. 1 , were fitted to a Birch-Murnaghan [13] equation of state. The zero of energy in Fig. 1 is the obtained minimum in each case. See also Table I for the theoretical lattice parameters and the bulk moduli. The minimum of energy is around −2 to −3.5% at slightly lower values than experiment as expected for the LSDA. The bulk modulus, at least for Co 2 FeSi, is in good agreement (experimental value is 240 GPa [14] ).
The dominant pairwise exchange interactions in each compound (between Co and the other transition metal in Co 2 FeSi, Co 2 CrGa, Co 2 MnAl, and Co 2 MnSi, between Co1 and Co2 in Co 2 TiAl, and Co 2 VGa) are presented in Fig. 2 with its volume dependence. These results are indicators of the compounds with largest magnetovolume effects.
The total spin moment and its volume variation is also shown in Fig. 3 . The results are close to an integer value in four of the cases with negligible volume variation, indicating halfmetallic character for its electronic structure. For the other two cases, Co 2 FeSi and Co 2 TiAl, there is significant variation with volume, the spin moments increasing with lattice parameter, and presumably due to the decreased overlap of atomic states at higher volumes. The moment of Co 2 FeSi is underestimated with respect to the high experimental value of 6μ B [15] , but is in agreement with the previous calculations [11] . Thoene et al. tried to improve the result with the LSDA + U approximation, obtaining an increase of the magnetic moment to 5.82 μ B , but the Curie temperature also increased to 300-500 K in disagreement with experiment. Therefore, in this case, better density functional theory (DFT) approximations and Curie temperature calculation approaches should be used to produce both moments and Curie temperatures in agreement with experiment.
For the case of Co 2 VGa, the variation of magnetic moments and Curie temperature with pressure was studied experimentally and with complementary density functional calculations of the magnetic moment using the projector augmented-wave method [16] . We found a moment close to 2μ B , as predicted by the Slater-Pauling rule, with no significant changes with volume except a slight decrease at the lowest lattice parameter (5.55 Å). This is consistent with the other calculation [16] in the same volume range. That calculation was done up to lower volumes, showing a more pronounced spin moment decrease.
The results obtained at the experimental lattice parameter, shown in Table I , are very close to previous calculations in similar conditions (within 2.5% for moments and 6% for T C at most, usually less) [11] , keeping the same good agreement with experimental values. Fig. 4 shows the calculated Curie temperature and its coupling to the volume, and Fig. 5 shows the pressure dependence. A variety of behaviors are found in these compounds. For Co 2 FeSi, Co 2 TiAl, and Co 2 VGa, the temperature increases with volume, while it decreases for Co 2 CrGa, Co 2 MnGa, and Co 2 MnSi. The variation is linear for the latter, while some nonlinearities are observed in the former. Co 2 FeSi, with detail in the lower part of the figure, even has a nonmonotonic dependence, since T C reaches a maximum at the experimental parameter and decreases slightly when a is increased to 1%. A nonmonotonic pressure dependence was also previously found for the case of Ni 2 MnSn, when extending calculations for higher positive pressures than measured. In our case, the extended lattice parameter of Co 2 FeSi corresponds to a negative pressure, −18 GPa. The spin moment, however, is still increasing. Therefore, it is only at this volume expansion that the hopping decrease (with increasing volume) starts to dominate over the moment increase, decreasing the overall exchange interactions.
Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 2 for all the alloys, it is seen that the dominant exchange interaction already agrees qualitatively with the T C dependence, consistent with the fact the only significant interactions should be for the first few neighbors.
An estimate of dT C /d P near zero pressure gives −0.9 K/GPa for Co 2 FeSi, −3.9 K/GPa for Co 2 TiAl, −1.4 K/GPa for Co 2 VGa, 3.2 K/GPa for Co 2 CrGa, 5.9 K/GPa for Co 2 MnAl, and 3.7 K/GPa for Co 2 MnSi. It could be expected that, at large interatomic distances, the effect of increasing hopping dominates against the effect of decreasing moments, producing a positive dT C /d P [5] . Starting from smaller lattice constants (last rows of Table I), the first compound has (mostly) a negative dT C /d P in the pressure range studied, while the next two compounds have a positive dT C /d P, increasing with lattice constant, which seems to be in TABLE I  CURIE TEMPERATURES AND SPIN MOMENTS AT THE EXPERIMENTAL LATTICE PARAMETERS, THEORETICAL LATTICE PARAMETER, BULK MODULUS, d J max /da, dT C /dV , AND dT C /dp NEAR ZERO PRESSURE Fig. 2 . Largest pairwise exchange interaction in the compounds studied with variation of the lattice parameter. The lines are linear fits to the data. agreement with this trend. However, the continued increase of the lattice constant, with the other three compounds, decreases dT C /d P and Co 2 VGa and Co 2 TiAl even have a negative dT C /d P. In fact, it is not surprising that this trend, previously found for Mn compounds, is not followed for three of these compounds with different transition metals (Cr, V, Ti). In the last two cases, as previously noted, the dominant pairwise J is between Co1 and Co2 and not between Co and the other transition metal, which is related to the negative sign of dT C /d P, since that interaction (and the total spin moment) follows the same decreasing trend with pressure. Other derivatives are presented in Table I , describing the variation of the highest pairwise J with a and the variation of T C with volume.
The results shown in Table I can be used to calculate thermodynamic quantities, particularly the field-induced magnetic entropy change (MCE). The magnetic moment, T C and dT C /dV can be employed in a mean-field model approach, such as the Bean-Rodbell model [17] , [18] . This simple model allows the quick evaluation of the predicted order of the transition (second or first), and the contribution of the magnetovolume coupling to the total observed magnetic entropy change. Nevertheless, this approach ignores microscopic effects, which may be relevant for a more detailed analysis or material optimization. Alternatively, the value of J and d J/da can be used for Monte Carlo simulations of compressible lattices, in the simplest case following the Domb model [19] . This approach is more challenging, as the thermodynamic properties of these compressible lattice models remain largely unexplored.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have calculated the effect of volume changes in the magnetic interactions in Co 2 XY Heusler alloys. The results here obtained are a starting point to the use of either mean-field or microscopic models to estimate the MCE of a given material, as a theoretical approach to material optimization and the search for new high-performance magnetic refrigerant materials. This paper here presented shows important tendencies to study and optimize with more extensive calculations. The use of more accurate exchange-correlation functional approximations may be required to obtain better estimates. Additionally, further optimization of dT C /d P can be done by exploration of fractional alloys via the use of the coherent potential approximation.
